Mark Cohen: Dark Knees

Mark Cohen (born 1943) is a protagonist of the street photography idiom that dominated
American photography in the early 1970s. Dark Knees is a catalogue of Cohenâ€™s photos
taken in his hometown over the past 40 years. The images captured by Cohen, who rejects the
use of his viewfinder in favor of holding the camera away from his body, constitute a poetical
documentation of the small mining town in which he was raised, in blurry night scenes with
fragments of torsos and the backs of legs. Cohen says of his style: I became a surrealist
because I kept walking around the same blocks, and I started taking a picture of a guyâ€™s
shoe. I didnâ€™t know what I was doing exactly. I was just being led by whatever I would
see. Dark Knees includes an essay by the acclaimed photography critic Vince Aletti.
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Title: Mark Cohen Dark Knees Autor: Vince Aletti Photographer: Mark Cohen Publisher:
Xavier Barral, Paris Pages: ISBN: Language. Mark Cohen Dark Knees Obscure books by
relatively unknown photographers rarely become noteworthy to collectors. Likewise, one will.
American street photographer Mark Cohen often turned his camera on his home town of
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, and its environs, documenting people. Mark Cohen, a major
figure in street photography since the 's. He has been relentlessly photographing his home
town, Wilkes-Barre in Pennsylvania and its .
Cover back and front Mark Cohen's book Dark knees was published as catalogue for his
exhibition at LE BAL in Paris and the Fotomuseum.
Dark Knees is a book that accompanies a recent exhibition of Mark Cohen's photographs from
the s, though it feels more like a. I became a surrealist because I kept walking around the
same blocks, and I started taking a picture of a guy's shoe. I didn't know what I was doing
exactly. Mark Cohen (born ) is a protagonist of the street photography idiom that dominated
American photography in the early s. Dark Knees is a catalogue of. Mark Cohen (born ) is a
protagonist of the street photography idiom that dominated American photography in the early
s. Dark Knees. Dark Knees by Mark Cohen Text by Vince Aletti LE BAL / Editions Xavier
Barral, pages Hardcover, signed.
Mark Cohen: Dark Knees is op voorraad in de PhotoQ Bookshop, speciale fotoboekhandel in
Amsterdam. Mark Cohen - Dark Knees Clothbound hardcover text by Vince Aletti design
Xavier Barral. color and b/w illustrations. I became a surrealist because I kept. ISBN:
Condition: Fine hardcover First Edition SIGNED Mark Cohen has been a major figure in
street photography since the 's primarily.
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